DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH

MAY 2013

Dear Droners, here's the first update for this year, MAY 2013 !
(a much better looking formatted version can be seen / downloaded from: )
www.dronerecords.de/download/Newsflash13-05.pdf

lots of retrospective CD / LP boxes in this update (a real collectors paradise / nightmare) ,
but first of all let us welcome a new 10" VINYL in our SUBSTANTIA-series:

COLUMN ONE - AntiphoNA

10"

(Substantia Innominata SUB-18

2013)

the genius German masters of experimental dadaism / de- / re-constructivism on SUBSTANTIA! Lim. 500, two pieces, Side A ends in endless groove, artwork by SEAN HILLEN
available 15. May 2013- pre order now !!

€12,00

+ as usual some personal RECOMMENDATIONS & MAILORDER HIGHLIGHTS:

Highly exciting new stuff for us: really unusual african music on the "Mystic Soundz from Afrika" LP, great musique concrete drones on a new KASSEL JAEGER LP, perfect multi-layered gong
sounds by the NAKATANI GONG ORCHESTRA (LP on Taiga), trance-inducing low fi psych-drones by NATURAL SNOW BUILDINGS (4 LP set!), JIM HAYNES surrealistic rust-drones on a new
LP, CATHERINE CHRISTER HENNIX and her CHORA(S)SAN TIME COURT MIRAGE ensemble with outstanding transcension drones (CD on Important), ghost-ambience for a theatre-play by
TOM RECCHION (LP +7"), another lovely HUMAN GREED album (CD), a stunning visionary collaboration by film-maker ANNA PILEWICZ & HATI-member RAFAL IWANSKI (CD/DVD), the long
awaited third part of the "Encyclopaedia of Industrial Music" (book + CD), the "Waschzwang II" compilation stored on a USB stick hidden in a real soap(!), and the stunning experimental dark sounds
from BOCKSHOLM (CD)....
+ the main / maybe better known names / HIGHLIGHTS: the very first SD-card release in our catalogue comes by FRANCISCO LOPEZ ("Seven Nights"), with a 56 hours long piece (!), a "lost" MC
release by BIG CITY ORCHESTRA with incredible packaging, a P16.D4 retrospective CD-box, the re-issue of last years ZOVIET FRANCE lathe-cut 7"/10"/12", from the same label a do-LP woodbox by ZF member ATOM EARTH MOTHER, a big book with two DVDs of/about PHILL NILBOCK, four new CDs with partly unreleased works by the great French composer JEAN-CLAUDE
ELOY, archive / retrospective boxes from FRANCOIS BAYLE and MACIUNIAS ENSEMBLE, rare vinyl-releases by YOSHI WADA, a 3 LP box by ELEH, a luxurius collectors item LP / DVD box by
FENNESZ, the re-issue of TROUMs second CD, + new albums by LEGENDARY PINK DOTS, SILVERMAN, JIM HAYNES, JON MUELLER, WOLF EYES, ZEITKRATZER (on LP!), CLOCK DVA,
TAYLOR DEUPREE, AIDAN BAKER, some re-listings, etc. etc.. too much to mention
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum
order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for
very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot !
BEST DRONES !! BaraKa[H]
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CD

Hic Sunt Leones HSL
025

ALIO DIE - Sol Niger
ARNALDS, OLAFUR - Two Songs
for Dance

CD

Hic Sunt Leones HSL
021

7"

Erased Tapes
ERATP043SP

2012

two beautiful tracks for contemporary dance projects; incl. digital download
code

ATARAXIA - Suenos

CD

Infinite Fog
Productions IF-20

2012

re-issue of long deleted album from 2001, incl. one rare bonus-track

€13,00

www.infinitefog.ru

2013

stunning first solo-release by ZOVIET FRANCE member (of the current line
up) MARK WARREN => "archaic" ethno ambient, using digital & analog sound
sources along with field recordings, inspired by prehistoric artefacts / marks of
the Northumberland regions; lim. 250 in hand-designed "art-branding" WOODBOX, each one unique, comes with bonus CDR of the same album

€55,00

www.altvinyl.com

ALIO DIE - Khen introduce Silence

ATOM EARTH MOTHER - Ancient
Faith

do-LP BOX Alt.Vinyl av44

2003

contemplative drones using sounds arising from the KHEN, a kind of mouthorgan from Thailand; back in stock

€13,00

www.aliodie.com

2004

nebulous drone-oceans based on flute-sounds, guitar- & zither-drops, soft
percussion, radio-sounds & field recordings... back in stock

€13,00

www.aliodie.com

1

€9,50

www.erasedtapes.com

6

ATRIUM CARCERI & ELDAR Sacrosanct

7

AUTECHRE / HAFLER TRIO - aeo3
- 3hae

8

BAKER, AIDAN - Origins &
Evolutions. A Composition for
multiple Guitars

9

BAYLE, FRANCOIS - 50 ans
d'acousmatique

10

11

BIG CITY ORCHESTRA - 6 Fairy
Tales

BOCKSHOLM - Caged inside the
Beast of the Forge

12 CHASE, BRIAN - Drums & Drones

CHORA(S)SAN TIME-COURT
MIRAGE (=CATHERINE
13
CHRISTER HENNIX) - Live at the
Grimm Museum
14 CLOCK DVA - POST-SIGN

CLOSING THE ETERNITY &
15
MATHIAS GRASSOW - untitled

CD

do-CD

CD

15 x CDBOX

MC

CD

Infinite Fog
Productions IF-26

2012

Die Stadt DS82

2005

the well-established Swedish dark ambient performer ATRIUM CARCERI in
collaboration with Spanish duo ELDAR => nicely structured visionary "cosmic"
electronic dark ambience, often underlaid with pulses, melancholic &
haunting..
first ed. 1000 copies / special design / two one-tracker , total time: 82+ min.;
very last NEW copies back in stock!!

€13,00

www.infinitefog.ru

€30,00

www.diestadtmusik.de

€13,00

www.installsound.net

Install Records
INST019

2012

maybe AIDAN BAKERs so far most time-consuming & elaborated project: a 4
part composition for multiple guitars, performed by various guitarists via mailart / e-mail exchange, feat. N aka HELLMUT NEIDHARDT (& ex MULTER),
MICK BARR (FLYING LUTTENBACHERS, etc.), DAVID DANIELL, BRYAN w.
BRAY (GATES), DAVID TAGG, JON ATTWOOD (YELLOW6), JONATHAN
DEMERS, etc. etc. => various layers of different guitar-sounds form a slow &
droney piece evolving into.. something...

INA GRM INA G
6033-6047

2012

big retrospective box of the French electro-acoustic & musique concrete
master - a collection of 50 pieces, composed through the last 50 years (19632012), comes with 159p. booklet with photos & interviews!!!

€62,00

www.inagrm.com

2013

BCO are back on our new favourite German tape-label, presenting a 12 year
old "lost" album full of (as usual unusual) weird & trancy electronics &
surrealistic atmospheres.. numbered ed. 120 copies, excellent artwork (21 x
21cm printed cover sheets, professionally duplicated (blue-yellow) C-60 MC,
feat. a weird fairy-tale about UBalthazaar & a small magic lantern out of metal
+ the right herbs in a bag !!

€10,00

www.voluntarywhores.de

2013

fourth studio album by the ongoing band-project of two Swedish subjects
named the same (= PETER ANDERSSON), better known as DEUTSCH
NEPAL & RAISON D'ETRE; bleak & haunting atmosphere, sluggish metal
pulses, strange sounds & odd harmonies... very atmospheric & experimental &
otherwordly droney, adding more noise & dirt sometimes.. (9 tracks in total,
57+ minutes playtime); just excellent !

€13,00

www.wrotycz. com

2013

"Just Intonation"-drones (based on LA MONTE YOUNGs theory) performed on
a specially tuned drum-head, creating rich overtunes;... very reduced &
focussed experiments by this percussionist from New York City (also active as
drummer of YEAH YEAH YEAHs, etc..) + DVD with videos by URSULA
SCHERRER & ERIK Z.

€18,00

www.pogus.com

2012

mesmerizing drone piece (one-tracker 49+ min.) based on an installation from
2005 - now performed by drone-pioneer & philosopher C.C.HENNIX live in
Berlin (08/2011) with an ensemble feat. AMELIA CUNI, MICHAEL NORTHAM,
WERNER DURAND, ROBIN HAYWARD.. => beautiful contemplation-drones
that are truly evocative, our highest praise!!

€16,00

www.importantrecords.com

2013

collection of material recorded 1994 & 1995 after the release of "Sign" (the last
CLOCK DVA studio-album from 1993), all previously unreleased; comes with 3
videos & 28 page colour booklet in DVD digipack. planned release-date: 1.
May 2013, pre order now!

€18,00

www.anteriorresearch.com

2013

surprising collaboration between the Russian "cold/cosmic ambience" project
from Ekaterinburg, and the German master of 'transpersonal' ambience =>
very calm & peaceful meditation-drones using nice watersounds/drops,
creating an atmosphere like whispering wind, ultra-minimal & spacey..

€15,00

Voluntary Whores
[8VOWHO007]

Wrotycz Records
WRT 017

CD & DVD

Pogus Productions
POGUS 21070-2

CD

Important Records
IMPREC342

CD

Anterior Research

CD

Aquarellist aquarel 2313

2

www.aquarellist.ru

lim./numbered 150 copies only, comes in nice 6-panel digipack

16 COLUMN ONE - AntiphoNA

10"

Substantia Innominata
SUB-18

2013

"ANTIPHONA AD INTROITUM" - finally on SUBSTANTIA: the genius German
masters of experimental dadaism & de-construction, whose releases are
always a thoughtful play with hidden meanings, conceptions & contradictions
=> the two pieces on this mysterious 10" sound completely different (* a
bewildering collage-work / * a meditative bowl-drone recording) but can be
regarded as anthiponies that form a single whole => draw your own
conclusions; Side A ends in a endless groove, artwork by SEAN HILLEN, lim.
500

€12,00

www.substantia-innominata.de

€29,50

www.roaratorio.com

www.12k.com

CORNER, PHILIP - Gong / Ear:
17
dance-ing, 1 & 2

LP & object Roaratorio roar27

2012

the re-discovery of PHILIP CORNER continues with these so far unpublished
recordings from 1989, part of the "Metal Meditations" work (gong sounds), realtime improvisations/interactions with dancers; lim. 305 with "real" handmade
facsimile brass gong, silkscreened & mounted on the jacket!

18 DEUPREE, TAYLOR - Faint

do-CD BOX 12K 12K2025

2012

lim. ed. with bonus CD + 12 photographs in cardboard box

€29,00

Aquarellist aquarel
plan b 01-11

2011

excellent live recording (44+ min.) from an ecstatic show made in St.
Petersburg Dec. 2006, mastered by KSHATRIY, lim./numbered 150 copies,
comes w. nice cardboard-envelope; rare !!

€15,00

Bocian Records BC
KD

2012

two side-long pieces of refined microtone drone-noise and whirring electromovements, the contemplative side of KEVIN DRUMM, very nice

€16,00

www.bocianrecords.com

Sub Pop SP185

2006

19

DEUTSCH NEPAL - Live in SaintPetersburg 261206

20 DRUMM, KEVIN - Crowded
21

EARTH - Earth 2 : Special Low
Frequency Version

22 ELEH - Homage

ELOY, JEAN-CLAUDE Butsumyôe / Sappho Hiketis
23
(Chants pour l'autre Moitié du Ciel
Part I & II)
ELOY, JEAN-CLAUDE - Erkos /
24 Galaxies (Chants pour l'autre
Moitié du Ciel Part III & IV)

25 ELOY, JEAN-CLAUDE - Etude IV

CD

LP

do-LP

3 x LP-BOX

€15,00

www.subpop.com

2013

luxus boxset re-issue of the three deleted (& much requested collectors items)
"Homage to.." LPs from 2008/2009/2012:(Homage to the Square Wave.. to the
Sine Wave.. to the Pointed Waveforms); lim., numbered ed. of 800 copies,
each LP in own silkscreen cover

€55,00

www.taigarecords.com

2012

€22,50

www.hors-territoires.com

Hors Territoires HT-16

book (188 pages! english edition) around the 5 piece cycle "Songs for the
other Half of the Sky" (1989) + the CD contains the first two works of this cycle
for voice, percussions & electroacoustics, BUTSUMYOE & SAPPHO HIKETIS,
performed at a festival 1994 in Warsaw, using ancient Japanese recitations...
strong works merging the Eastern (purely acoustic) and Western (electroacoustic) traditions... first world publication!

Hors Territoires HT17-18

2012

pieces 3 & 4 (ERKOS & GALAXIES) from the "Songs for the other Half of the
Sky" cycle (1986-1996); electro-acoustic compositions with a strong
Eastern/Asian influence, using Sanskrit language and many Japanese
instruments.... first world publication!

€25,00

www.hors-territoires.com

2012

first in a row of new release by this amazing French composer, contains:
ETUDE IV - electronic piece from 1979 created on the UPIC (early graphic
interface to create sound & compose), which was a unique tool at that time;
OF A FORGOTTEN STAR (1986) - unrealized part of "Anahata" ,using metal
percussion instruments; THE GREAT WAVE (1991) - piece using vocal
material as a homage to Hokusai, produced at the WDR in Germany; comes
with 28p. full colour booklet

€18,00

www.hors-territoires.com

2012

his orchestral works: KAMAKALA (1971), ETUDE III (1962), FLUCTUANTEIMMUABLE (1977- previously unreleased!), dramatic neo-classic orchestral
pieces, with a strong eastern/asian influence in KAMAKALA, which is a most

€25,00

www.hors-territoires.com

Taiga Records TAIGA
25

CD + book

do-CD

CD

Hors Territoires HT-14

26 ELOY, JEAN-CLAUDE - Kâmakalâ

re-release of their first ground-breaking doom-drone/metal album from 1993,
available again with MP3 download code!

www.aquarellist.ru

CD + booklet
Hors Territoires HT-15

3

intense opus !! Comes with 28p booklet & extra 60p. booklet in cardboard box !

27
EMERGE - Divisible

CD-R

28
EMERGE - Evaluation
29
EMERGE - Fission-processed
ENGLISH, LAWRENCE - Lonely
30
Womens Club
31

ESPOSITO, MICHAEL & KEVIN
DRUMM - The Icy Echoer

EYELESS IN GAZA - All under the
Leaves, the Leaves of Life
FAUST vs. DÄLEK - Derbe
33
Respect, Alder
32

34 FENNESZ - 17.02.12
35 FERIAL CONFINE - The full use of
Nothing

mCD-R

Attenuation Circuit AC
04

Attenuation Circuit AC
05

Attenuation Circuit AC
mini-CD-R 03

€6,00

2004

early & rare release by the rising Franconian "experimental drone"-project (&
Drone Records-artist with DR-64!); comes in very handmade / treated
YELLOW NEON jewel-case covered with thick black paint, limited & numbered
edition of only 33 copies; last chance !

€6,00

2004

early & rare release by the rising Franconian "experimental drone"-project (&
Drone Records-artist with DR-64!); comes in very handmade / treated BLUE
NEON jewel-case covered with thick black paint, limited & numbered edition of
only 33 copies; last chance !

€6,00

2004

early & rare release by the rising Franconian "experimental drone"-project (&
Drone Records-artist with DR-64!); comes in very handmade / treated RED
NEON jewel-case covered with thick black paint, limited & numbered edition of
only 33 copies; last chance !

LP

Important Records
IMPREC367

2013

newest work by the Australian ambient-composer; lim. 500

€16,50

www.importantrecords.com

7"

Fragment Factory
[FRAG16]

2010

six strong conceptual pieces inspired by 'Echo' (the ancient Greek nymph) &
'Depth Hoar' (ice-phenomena in dry snow), numbered edition of 300, clear
vinyl, last copies

€10,00

www.fragmentfactory.com

CD

LP
BOX

CD

Cherry Red Records
CDM RED 391

Staubgold 50
Song Cycle 170212

Siren Records SIREN
021

2009

re-issue of their beautiful 1996-album, comes with two bonus-tracks; special
offer !

€8,00

www.cherryred.co.uk

2002

last copies back in stock of this remarkable collaboration, dense & powerful
soundscapes, dark industrial & Illbient combined..

€15,00

www.staubgold.com

2013

2013

collectors item lim. 500 - amazing box documenting Fennesz live performance
in Florence in a museum Febr. 2012: 2 x LP, CD, photo-gallery, 12p
photographic book, and 2 DVDs, all housed in extra folder & box!
re-mastered re-issue of the very first MC release (1985) by ANDREW CHALKs
old solo-project, first in a trilogy of releases, luxurious art-cover (mini LP style
with Japanese language obi strip), lim. 500

CD

France Culture CL010

2004

the member of PALO ALTO in collaboration with the famous French 'postexotic' Science-Fiction writer ANTOINE VOLODINE, in order to create a new
form of opera, where musical & narrative elements merge; "a musical
transposition of a paranoid world in which politic, totalitarism and psychiatric
are confronted to a dark, troubled, sensual and shamanic richly orchestrated
music"

37 FRANCIS, RICHARD - Warmth

CD

CMR 26

2012

solo-album by the ex ESO STEEL from New Zealand, working with modular
synth & field recordings mainly, creating a hissy but refined drone-ambience
full of little details, somehow between improvisation & composition....

HAFLER TRIO - No more twain, of
38 one flesh: 11 unequivocal
obscecrations (part the third)

CD

Nextera ERA2022.2

2003

36

FRAJERMAN, DENIS & ANTOINE
VOLODINE - Vociférations

third part of trilogy, one of the greatest "intra-uterine drone" albums we know!
Very last copies back in, comes in special booklet-cover; lim. 1022 copies

39 HAYNES, JIM - The Wires cracked

LP

Editions Mego
eMEGO 171

2013

another manifestation of JIM HAYNES mysterious object-drones &
reverberations, which always transport a special atmosphere of transitoriness
& decay... filed under: surrealistic hiss & rust-drones; highly recommended!

40 HESS, STEVEN & CHRISTOPHER

LP

Under The Spire

2011

very emotional & melancholic ambience based on field recordings &

4

€111,00

€16,50

€15,00

www.franceculture.com

€12,00

www.richardfrancis.net.nz

€15,00

www.nextera.cz

€16,50

www.editionsmego.com

€15,00

www.underthespire.co.uk

McFALL - The Inescapable Fox

HONEYMOON KILLERS (LES
41 TUEURS DE LA LUNE DE MIEL) Special Manubre
HUMAN GREED / MICHAEL BEGG
42 - Dirt on Earth: A Pocket of
Resistance

Recordings spire 43

CD

Crammed Discs
CRAM 141

2009

debut-album from 1977 by the legendary Brussel-based group around MARC
HOLLANDER who were named LES TUERS DE LA LUNE DE MIEL at that
time - a crazy mixture of many genres from Punk over Chanson to free Jazz!

€13,00

www.crammed.be

CD

Omnempathy
OMCD03

2012

crystal clear, hauntingly beautiful, poetic ambience (but without any vocal
material this time), reminded us on FOVEA HEX, etc.

€13,00

www.omnempathy.com

€8,00

www.illusionofsafety.net

CD-R

IOS CDR Reissues
Series

2002

re-issue of early ILLUSION OF SAFETY-classic, one of the true "industrial"
albums, recorded 1990 & 1991 feat. JIM O'ROURKE! (out first on Tesco in
1992)

CD-R

IOS CDR Reissues
Series

2002

re-issue of early ILLUSION OF SAFETY-classic, comes with original booklet!
(out first on Complacency Records, 1992)

€8,00

www.illusionofsafety.net

CD-R

IOS CDR Reissues
Series

2002

re-issue (original on Silent Records 1994), the famous album feat. JIM
O'ROURKE

43
ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Cancer
ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Inside
44
Agitator
ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Water
45
seeks its own level
46

IN GOWAN RING - The Glinting
Spade

instrumental sources, surprising collaboration by Chicago's finest percussionist
(CLEARED, LOCRIAN) & CHRISTOPHER McFALL, very nice.. lim. 200 copies
only

LP

Merlins Nose Records
MN 1007LP

€8,00

www.illusionofsafety.net

2013

mystic psych folk & drones! Re-issue of their much requested album from 1999
(so far only available as CD) with their crystal clear & welll produced intimate
folk enriched with drones; luxurius gatefold cover, 180gr vinyl

€23,00

www.merlins-nose.com

€18,00

www.senufoeditions.com

47 JAEGER, KASSEL - Fernweh

LP

Senufo Editions #
thirty-five

2012

mysterious electro-acoustic/"concrete" drones with an otherworldly quality, full
of little sizzling & groaning noises, very sublime & ethereal & emotional (the
german title translates as 'yearning to see distant places').... numbered ed.
280, clear vinyl, great new work by the rising French composer, highly
recommended !

48 JARBOE - Mahakali

CD

The End Records
TE118

2008

"heaviest album of her career", - feat. many guest musicians from PANTERA,
SWANS, UNSANE, MAYHEM, NEUROSIS, A STORM OF LIGHT, also JULIA
KENT & KRIS FORCE... in stock now for special price

€10,00

www.theendrecords.com

Terminal
Kaleidoscope / LPD
self-released

2013

NEW studio material recorded Januar 2013 (7 tracks, 46+ minutes), very songoriented, but these are songs from an intermediate world.. full-colour, handassembled cover with two inlays, limited to only 399 copies !!

€13,00

legendarypinkdots1.bandcamp.com

2012

second album for this duo, merging together Persian vocal & music traditions
with the violin/ setar (old persian lute) / electronic-work by EYVIND KANG =>
graceful oriental tunes, orchestrated in a very discreet way, just beautiful !
comes with double sided A4 insert

€16,00

www.ideologic.org

2012

re-issue of their album from 1971 (first vinyl re-issue ever!), maybe the most
radical / experimental release KLUSTER did.. pre-industrial! 56+ minutes, new
liner notes from ASMUS TIETCHENS: "Pure Symphony of Sound"

€17,50

www.bureau-b.com

49 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - Fire Island

CD-R

KENNEY, JESSIKA & EYVIND
50
KANG - The Face of the Earth

LP

Ideologic Organ
SOMA 011

51 KLUSTER - Eruption

LP

Bureau B BB112

52 KOCHAN, RAFAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF
INDUSTRIAL MUSIC : VOLUME 3
KRAFTWERK - Live in Paris 1976 /
53
Utrecht 1981

Impulsy Stetoskopu
BOOK / CD 021c
LP

BB B168

2013
2012

third volume (J -> N) of the new "industrial & related"-bible / lexicon! 400
entries (artist, groups, philosophers, everything related to 'Industrial'), 124
pages, A4 format, Comes with CD feat. many exclusive tracks from MAEROR
TRI, LT. CARAMEL, Z. KARKOWSKI, ERIK M & FM EINHEIT (!), YANN
NOVAK, KNURL, KAISER NIETZSCHE, JOB KARMA; etc. etc.. lim. 300
"Kometenmelodie I & II" performed in Paris 1976, more well known tracks as
"The Model" recorded live in Utrecht 1981; grey vinyl lim. 500 copies only,

5

€20,00
€22,00

soon to be rare !!

54

LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Taos
Hum

LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled
55
#305 (Seven Nights)

CD-R

flash card

Terminal
Kaleidoscope / LPD
self-released
Francisco Lopez
FL305

2013

NEW studio material recorded winter 2012 (6 tracks), this will probably NOT be
released as proper CD; full-colour, hand-assembled cover with two inlays,
limited to only 399 copies !!

€13,00

legendarypinkdots1.bandcamp.com

2013

a 56 hours (!) audio MP3 - SD card release (the very first one in our
catalogue), numbered first ed. of only 100 copies, released by Mr. LOPEZ
himself, replicated one by one! "Seven ghostly nights of expanded time and
occult sonic space"

€32,00

www.franciscolopez.net

2001

soon to be rare: last copies of this LUSTMORD-work from 2001 incorporationg
more orchestral & rhythmic material as before; released on the now defunct
NEXTERA label from Prague (R.I.P. Kristian!)

€14,00

www.nextera.cz

2006

recordings from sound-sculptures of this highly interesting film-maker, writer,
poet & "kinetic art"-creator from New Zealand (1901-1980), who built some
huge & unique sculptures in the way of HARRY BERTOIA; still to discover!

€14,00

www.atollcd.com

56
LUSTMORD - Metavoid
LYE, LEN - Composing Motion:
57 The Sound of Tangible Motion
Sculpture

58

MACIUNAS ENSEMBLE - The
Archives Part 1. 1968-1980

59 MENCHE, DANIEL - Creatures of
Cadence
MÖSLANG, NORBERT Indoor_Outdoor

CD

CD

11 x CDBOX

CD

Nextera ERA 2008-2

ATOLL ACD 305

Het Apollohuis ACD
039211

Crouton Music
crou032

2012

amazing collection of recordings by this totally "free" non-electronic ensemble
from Eindhoven (NL) around PAUL PANHUYSEN named after FLUXUS
founder GEORGE MACIUNAS, lim. 450, with 24p. colour-booklet... "This is
surely one of the strangest boxes of music ever landing on this desk." [Frans
de Waard] => first recordings go back to 1966, everything completely
improvised, 'non-professional', dada-esk, mysterious, surprising..... radical but
not really noisy, a very own sound-world with bewildering effect..
back in stock this rare MENCHE-album, rather meditative/contemplative
drones based on real instruments as cello, zither, horns... lim. 500 - special
cover-package & inlay cards

€55,00

€15,00

www.croutonmusic.com

2012

two side-long pieces by the ex VOICE CRACK from Switzerland, the rather
atmospheric title studio piece is based on water field recordings, the other is a
collaborative live set with TOSHIMARU NAKAMURA from a performance in
Canada, May 2012

€16,00

www.ideologic.org

€20,00

www.taigarecords.com

2006

LP

Ideologic Organ
SOMA 008

61 MUELLER, JON - Death Blues

LP

Taiga Records taiga
24

2013

inspired by the "inevitability of death", JON MUELLER created a very
percussive album going more into a "noise/post-rock" direction; repetitive,
heavy, suspended... amazing stuff again from this unique percussionist! lim.
500 in total

62 MUSLIMGAUZE - Al Jar Zia Audio

CD

Staalplaat /
Muslimgauze Archive
6

2013

very rhythmic & trancy stuff, at times with crazy overdriven beats; most tracks
unreleased so far, lim. 500

€14,00

www.staalplaat.com

63

CD

Staalplaat /
Muslimgauze Archive
11

2013

re-issue of rare recordings that were published as DAT-tape on Staalplaat in
1993 (STDAT001); outstanding stuff, very atmospheric & mellow, taking Indian
music as inspiration & source! lim. 500

€14,00

www.staalplaat.com

Taiga Records TAIGA
23

2012

amazing multi layered gong-drone pieces, performed by 5 or 6 players (also
using handmade bows and other surrounding instruments), full of overtunes &
resonances, very wide & monumental, at the same time smooth & oceanic.. if
you like gong-sounds of a more meditative nature, this is a must! Comes w.
great metallic ink cover, numbered ed. 800

€21,00

www.taigarecords.com

4 x LP BOX Ba Da Bing! BING-077

2012

limited vinyl re-issue (re-mastered) of a self-released 3 x CDR album from
2008 by this French cult- (experimental-wyrd folk-drone-psych-noise) duo, who

€39,50

www.badabingrecords.com

60

MUSLIMGAUZE - Satyajit Eye

64

NAKATANI, TATSUYA - Nakatani
Gong Orchestra

65

NATURAL SNOW BUILDINGS Night Coercion into the Company

LP

6

of Witches

66 NIBLOCK, PHILL - Working Title

67 ORCHIS - Trjejt

68 P16.D4 - Passagen

69 PARLANE, ROSY - Willow

70

PARMEGIANI, BERNARD - L'oeil
ecoute / Dedans-Dehors

PILEWICZ, ANNA & RAFAL
IWANSKI (X-NAVI:ET) - Aqualuna 71
Alchemical Transformation
through Vision and Sound

72 RAMLEH - Awake

create a great rough trance-suction with their very long tracks... comes in
cardboard box
BOOK / 2 x
Les Presses du Reel
DVD

CD

Cryptanthus /
Brudenia BR.O.T.7

Monotype Records
6 x CD-BOX
mono058

2013

massive documentation of this great "old school" droner, avantgarde composer
& multimedia artist from the US (*1933), from the 60's until today, feat. essays,
interviews, scores, documents, etc. etc.. 520 pages (!), plus 2 DVDs with 8
hours of rare material ! A book bigger than the BIBLE ! french & english

€36,00

2001

kind of best of compilation / collection with material from different releases &
some rare tracks; the folk-project of TRACY JEFFERY, AMANDA PROUTEN
and ALAN TRENCH

€10,00

2012

massive boxset with the almost complete discography of the legendary
experimental innovators active mainly in the 80's, feat. the six main albums &
much unpublished material incl. a full DVD with videos: 6 x CD + 1 x DVD + 48
page booklet, 4 postcards, 2 buttons; lim. 400 act fast if interested !!

€66,00

€7,50

www.touchmusic.org.uk

www.monotyperecords.com

7"

Touch Seven TS14

2013

the great TOUCH 7" series continues with our drone-favourite from New
Zealand, ROSY PARLANE, who encharms with two pieces of wonderful airy &
crackling transcension drones, we only wish these tracks could be a little
longer.. stunning full colour cover design again, lim. 500

LP

Recollection GRM
REGRM 003

2012

two of PARMEGIANI's legendary pieces (from 1970 & 1977) available on vinyl
again, Nr. 3 in the vinyl re-issue series of electroacoustic GRM-works, all
greatly designed by STEPHEN O'MALLEY

€16,50

www.editionsmego.com

2013

very nice collaboration between the HATI-member RAFAL IWANSKI (aka XNAVI:ET) and Polish visual artist ANNA PILEWICZ, who transforms the
organic / electronic drones into dreamlike organic visions connected to water &
the Moon (DVD playtime: 40+ minutes), visuals like moving & colourful
RORSCHACH-tests, a face of a girl under water, dissolving organic
structures... to discover !!

€15,00

www.zoharum.com

2012

the complete RAMLEH discography from 1982-1984 in one big 10" sized box
(8 CDs) [re-issue of the 6 x MC box from 1985 with additional material], incl. a
larger A0-poster, prints, badges, and a glossy 60p. book with infos, artworks,
flyers, lyrics.. lim. 500

€78,00

CD + DVD

Zoharum ZOHAR 0392 / Eter Records 13

Harbinger Sound
8 x CD-BOX
HARBINGER 054

73
RECCHION, TOM - Proscenium

www.lespressesdureel.com

LP + 7"

Elevator Bath
eeaoa037

2012

solo-album by the co-creator of the LOS ANGELES FREE MUSIC SOCIETY,
who creates slow moving ghost-drones with a mysterious atmosphere,
originally developed for a theatre play by JANIE GEISER named "Invisible
Glass", based on a story from EDGAR ALLAN POE; lim. 500, 180gr. vinyl,
gatefold cover, MP3 download card & bonus 7" !!

www.elevatorbath.com

€25,00

RUDELBUMSFÜHRER ALOIS
74 GLOTZ - Das Privileg des
Bessergestellten

MC

Voluntary Whores
[8VOWHO006]

2013

6th tape on this new German tape-label that gained 'cult'-status very fast =>
quite weird field recording (?) noise & distorted electro-pulsations & feedback
sounds from a new German project with crazy name (years ago active as
JEAN BACH), somehow dealing ironically with military ethos... noise with
brain! lim. 50, oversized art-cover 21x21cm, comes with little plastic soldier
object, C-30

75 SALOMAN, GABRIEL - Adhere

LP

Miasmah MIALP021

2012

first solo-album by ex YELLOW SWANS member, minimal & dark haunting
experimental ambience with a classical touch..

€16,00

www.miasmah.com

mLP

Soleilmooon
Recordings SOL 180

2012

re-issue of three mind-blowing tracks recorded by this one-time project formed
by PETER CHRISTOPHERSON, JEFF RUSHTON (aka JHONN BALANCE)

€18,00

www.soleilmoon.com

76

SICKNESS OF SNAKES Nightmare Culture

7

€8,00

www.voluntarywhores.de

and BOYD RICE at the early 80's (when COIL was just started); apocalyptic &
surrealist industrial, really intense! Comes with previously unpublished photos,
new text & inlay

77

SICKNESS OF SNAKES Nightmare Culture

SIGMARSSON, SIGTRYGGUR
BERG & FRANNSS GGRAF
78
(FRANZ GRAF) - Derr Schrecken
jedoch vermeerte mein Interesse

CD-EP

do-CD &
DVD

2012

re-issue of three mind-blowing tracks recorded by this one-time project formed
by PETER CHRISTOPHERSON, JEFF RUSHTON (aka JHONN BALANCE)
and BOYD RICE at the early 80's (when COIL was just started); apocalyptic &
surrealist industrial, really intense! Comes with previously unpublished photos,
new text & 8 p. booklet

€14,00

www.soleilmoon.com

BAWAG
Contemporary

2013

rare release documenting a performance by both artists (Vienna, August 24,
2011) on two CDs, and the FRANZ GRAF - exhibition using SIGMARSSON
source materials at BAWAG Contemporary; on the DVD a silent film by
FRANZ GRAF named "ggrafDOWN" (58 min.) - comes with oversized fullcolour exhibition catalogue & signed CDs in a DVD-box, lim. 300 and almost
impossible to find anywhere else!!

€30,00

www.bawag-foundation.at

Terminal
Kaleidoscope / LPD
self-released

2013

three long new tracks showing the PINK DOTS ur-member SILVERMAN in a
very surreal & experimental mode, alien drones with some folk-tune sideways..
edition of 399 copies, self-released by LPD !!

€13,00

legendarypinkdots1.bandcamp.com

Soleilmooon
Recordings SOL
180CD

79 SILVERMAN - Finisterre

CD-R

80 SINK - Holy Testament 2

LP

Svart Records
SVR170

2013

second LP by the Finnish "metal/doom/droners", more melancholic/melodic as
before but still with great droning "wall of sound" power !! Lim. 500 gatefold
cover

€17,00

www.svartrecords.com

81 SOHRAB - Between Strangers

7"

Touch Seven TS15

2013

second release for this new artist on Touch from Iran, recorded in the refugee
camp in Eisenhüttenstadt, Germany (!), melancholic ambience & sad persian
vocalizations, breaking your heart..

€7,50

www.touchmusic.org.uk

2013

CD re-issue of the great debut-album by this new project feat. Drone Rec.
artist WYRM (ALLAN ZANE), LIZ LANG (AURACENE) and PBK;
transcendental ambient-noise full of mysterious sounds and hidden
harmonies!! Lim. 250

Kranky 015

2013

re-mastered re-issue of their masterful '96 album, the first released on
KRANKY => ultra spacey and sometimes more raw guitar drones with
additional sounds from harmonica & didgeridoo; the vinyl version has 9
minutes of extra material not on the CD / digital version; gatefold-cover

Kaon #oc12 RIII#V

2012

rare mCDR only release, part of the series "La Riviere", 'numbered ed. 50
copies only!

2013

finally, the first CD re-issue of TROUMs 2nd album from 2000, recorded "live in
the studio" at VPRO in Amsterdam on the 12.12.1999 and released in the
"Mort aux Vaches"-series; a long one-tracker going through different stages...
"very ominous and pulsating, but with an almost spiritualy uplifting quality"
[Steve Hall / YEN POX] re-mastered by KSHATRIY, this comes in an edition of
500 copies with beautiful black / micro-corrugated 6 panel silk-screen cover

€13,00

www.aquarellist.ru

Fabrica FABREC020

2013

first vinyl release of recordings made in 1990 by this long active (co-founder of
NON!) US underground artist => 72 minutes of beautiful handplayed "oldschool" ambience (synth loops, guitar, bass, backwards sounds); lim. ed. 500
copies, gatefold-sleeve

€32,00

www.fabricarecords.com

Cuneiform Records
RUNE 15 CD

1989

€15,50

www.cuneiformrecords.com

Aquarellist aquarel 2213

82
SOLUMENATA - Aeriform Redux
83 STARS OF THE LID - The
Ballasted Orchestra
84 TOY BIZARRE - kdi dctb 146 [s]

85 TROUM - Mort aux Vaches: Sen

TURMAN, ROBERT - Beyond
86
Painting
87 UNIVERS ZERO - Uzed

CD

do-LP
mCD-R

CD

do-LP

CD

Aquarellist aquarel 2413

the "chamber music prog rock" ensemble from Belgium with their unique dark,
dramatic & violent sound, this is a re-issue of the fifth album from 1984, which

8

€13,00

www.aquarellist.ru

www.kranky.net

€25,00
€8,00

www.kaon.org

incorporated more electronic sounds as before...

UNKNOWN SINGING OBJECTS 88 My Autumn done come / Editions
of You

89

VAGINA DENTATA ORGAN - Live
in Berlin

90 VASILISK - Tribal Zone

VON HAUSSWOLFF, MICHAEL 91
Matter Transfer

7"

pic-LP

Unknown Singing
Objects

Harbinger Sound
HARBINGER107

LP

Steinklang Industries
SK60

LP

Ideal Recordings
IDEAL 102

2012

third EP by this obscure anonymous project from Hamburg (somehow linked to
HÖRBAR e.V. circles), with loopy & hissy plunderphonic cover-versions from
LEE HAZLEWOOD & ROXY MUSIC songs... deranged beauty again! lim. 150

€6,50

2012

lim. 100! NEW recordings by this occult / ritual / experimental project very
active in the 80's, running "World Satanic / Surrealistic Network System" who
released the legendary "The last supper" pic 12" inspired by JIM JONES mass
suicide; this is a recording from a live performance that happened in Berlin at
NK, March 31, 2012, available normally only at the "Extreme Rituals" festival
by Harbinger in Bristol, UK, 30.Nov-2.Dez. 2012. LAST COPIES !

€23,23

2012

collector's item! Very small edition (only 80 copies) of the great new album,
comes on violet vinyl => surprising comeback of this Japanese ritual/ethno
industrial band, creating very percussive & droney mystic atmospheres with a
political message ("Riot in Lhasa"), powerful & complex, absolutely stunning!
Pure cult !!

€32,00

www.steinklang-records.at

2012

recordings made for the exhibition "Matter!" (2006) in Stockholm, and an
installation that happened in Stavanger, Norway, in 2009; high frequency
electric drones that sound somehow "mechanic", created by unknown tools..
lim. 300

€13,50

www.idealrecordings.com

92
V.A. - CHALEUR
93

94

V.A. - Mystic Soundz from Afrika.
Lost Field Recordings 1960-1973

V.A. - Walking in the Rain on the
Ostrow Tumski

95 V.A. - Waschzwang - sensitiv

96 V.A. - ZugZwang-Festival III
97 WADA, YOSHI - Earth Horns with

LP

LP

CD

GmbH LP 02
Lost in Space Records
LP-01

Ars Benevola Mater
ABM24

3 x LP

2012

2006

collection of rare music field recordings made by ethnologists in Ethopia, Zaire,
Ghana, Ivory Coast, etc... subtle poly-rhythms, unusual vocal material &
chants, exotic melodies performed on self-made harps & flutes, energetic &
beautiful !!
compilation of the participating groups of the WROCLAW INDUSTRIAL
FESTIVAL 2005: TROUM, HERBST9, SOL INVICTUS, HATI vs Z'EV, JOB
KARMA, LAGOWSKI, etc... unreleased studio-material, numb. ed. 1035
copies, full-colour cardboard cover. SPECIAL PRICED now, last copies back in
stock !

€13,50
€20,00

€8,00

www.arsbenevolamater.com

2013

second compilation with (mainly) Bremen-based experimental projects, this
time a USB-sticked packed in a piece of glittering SOAP (!), comes in nicely
printed/handmade cardboard-box incl. inlay; 1000SCHOEN, ALI BAHNHOF,
ALLSEITS, ANSGAR WILKEN, OGIERMANN/VAN HASSELT, FEINE
TRINKERS BEI PINKELS DAHEIM, DOOMBRUDER, and many more that are
completely unknown to us, between NOISE & NO(N)SENSE; lim. 123 copies
w. absolutely unique packaging you have never seen before!!

€15,00

Chamber Music
Recodrs CMR004

2012

exclusive material from CLUB MORAL, SUTCLIFFE JUGEND, LA
NOMENKLATUR, exploring the darker & noisier regions of post industrial released at ZugZwang III - Festival Nov. 2012 in Darmstadt, Germany; lim. /
numb. 300 copies with metal-plate cover!

€10,00

www.chambermusic.de

Edition Omega Point

2013

recordings made in New York City 1974 of this minimalist / drone pioneer (first

€47,50

www.emrecords.net

USB-stick / Ömschen Cloud Öckel
object
2 / K'02

CD

2001

back in stock few copies of this great compilation on the new defunct GMBH
label from France! With TOY BIZARRE, JONATHAN COLECLOUGH, SETH
NEHIL, JOHN HUDAK, BRUNO MOREIGNE, MANON ANNE GILLES, GEN
KEN MONTGOMERY, PATRICK MC. GINLEY (now known as MURMER), all
exclusive to this compilation, dealing with the theme "HEAT". Last chance !

9

Electronic Drone

98 WADA, YOSHI - Singing in Unison

99 WADA, YOSHI - Singing in Unison

100

WOLF EYES - No Answer: Lower
Floors

101 WRIGHT, PETER - Orbit

102

XENAKIS, IANNIS - GRM Works
1957-1962

103 ZEITKRATZER - Songs

104 ZOVIET FRANCE - 7.10.12

OP-0007LP / EM
Records EM1081LP

3 x LP

CD

EM Records
EM1009LP

EM Records
EM1009CD

time released), performed on huge self-made pipehorns! This is the rare vinylversion from 2009 with the FULL version (2 hours 42 minutes) of the
performance!!! re-pressed, Japan-import !

2012

improvised male singing for three vocalists, influenced by ZEN monk chants &
PANDIT PRAN NATH, in order to create microtonal pitches/differences as a
form of communication without words; this is the COMPLETE recording (2 1/2
hours), recorded March 14 + 15, 1978 & previously unreleased !!!

€47,50

2012

improvised male singing for three vocalists, influenced by ZEN monk chants &
PANDIT PRAN NATH, in order to create microtonal pitches/differences as a
form of communication without words; this is the recording of the March 15,
1978 performance, previously unreleased !!!

€16,00

€16,00

www.destijlrecs.com

www.emrecords.net

www.emrecords.net

CD

De Stijl IND 164 CD

2013

after a long break WOLF EYES return with a new intense album, feat. a new
member & a more refined / focused / minimal "composed" sound, filed under
"Dystopian Music" (Michael Göttert), industrial music as it should sound today !

LP

Install Records
INSTLP03

2012

hard to find new album by PETER WRIGHT who continues his creation of an
almost uncategorizable guitar-based experimental low fi drone music, raw &
beautiful again, lim. 300 silk-screened sleeve

€17,50

www.installsound.net

LP

Recollection GRM
REGRM 007

2013

his great works produced for the GRM: CONCRET PH (1958), ORIENTOCCIDENT (1960), DIAMORPHOSES (1957-1958), BOHOR (1962 dedicated to PIERRE SCHAEFFER, in a so far unreleased version from 1968!)

€16,50

www.editionsmego.com

LP

Bocian Records bcZ

2012

ZEITKRATZER playing real "songs" with vocals (by MARC WEISER aka
RECHENZENTRUM) in their typical way with incredible result; heavily
orchestrated, excessive.. "what a beautiful goodbye to Pop"

€16,00

www.bocianrecords.com

2013

re-issue of last years box which sold out immediately, now much cheaper
coming with three black standard-sleeves mounted together geometrically
(without box) => the first full ZOVIET FRANCE-release in many years,
released on the "magical date" 7.Oct.12, three label-less + completely
unmarked heavy weight translucent records in 7"/10"/12" format, great stuff
again! Re-edition of 250 copies

€38,00

www.altvinyl.com

7"/10"/LP

Alt.Vinyl
av040.041.042r

the END
(is just another beginning)
.....
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